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SPOTI.IGHT ON ~IFIED STAFF. Nov. 19
has been designated as Bowling Green Classified Staff
Employee Day.
The athletic department in cooperation with the
Classified Staff Advisol}' Committee will offer special
prices on football tickets for the game that afternoon
between the Falcons and Kent State. Box lunches, raf.
fies and other activities are being planned
Watch the MONITOR for further details.

YOU CAN STILL BUY A LAUGH. Good seats are
still available ror the Nov. 5 Parents Day performance
to feature comedian and talk show host David Brenner.
Brenner will appear at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena during the annual show sponsored by the Alumni Association. His act will be preceded by a performance by the
the University Jazz Lab Band playing "Big Band
Sounds."
All $8 chairback seats for the show have been sold,
but tickets in the $5 and S3 bench and bleacher areas

remain. Because the show will be staged "in the round"
this year, seats in all-sections of the arena will allow full
view of the performance.
Tickets can be purchased from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday at the Mileti Alumni Center.
Telephone orders will be accepted if tickets are charged to VISA or Mastercard. An order form also can be
requested by phone.
For further information or to place a ticket order
contact the alumni center at 372-2701.
----------------------~---------
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Operations area posts
faculty I staff assist list
A fix-It hotline initiated by the
operations area last year to facilitate
communication between faculty/staff
and the various agencies within the
operations area is being
discontinued.
In Its place, the operations area is
posting a "Faculty/Staff Assist List"
designed to inform faculty and staff
of the proper contact procedures for
specific problems they encounter In
their classrooms or office areas.
·Karl Vogt, vice president for
operations, ·said the fix-It hotline has
been discontinued because It did not
measure up to expectations. "It was
not cost effective, and contact was
not made with the responsible area in
a timely manner due to message
processing," he said. The following
list of numbers should provide more
efficient service response, he added.
EMERGENCY NUMBERS:
University Police {Public Safety) 372-2346
Fire and Ambulance - 353-5111
REPORT A CLASSROOM OR OFFICE
PHYSICAL NEED:
372-2251 (8 am. to noon and 1-5 p.m.)
Dial 88 after 5 p.m.
These problems include door and
window repair; ventilation attention;
lighting problems; blackboard repair;
shade/curtain service; custodial
attention; water shortage/break;
- refrigeration service; electrical

Employment
OpP,rtunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
"Indicates that an Internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.

NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 31, 1983
10-31-1

Typist 2

Pay Range4
Psychology Department
CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 24, 1983

1G-24-1

Stenographer 2
Pay Range25
College of Educatlon/EDAS
Permanent part-time

10-24-2 Typist 1
Pay Range3
Continuing Education
Nine-month part-time
1G-24-3

Typist 2

Pay Range 4
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program
Nine-month part-time

requirement; signs; trash pick-up;
key/lock change; furniture repair.
SECURE OR REPORT
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY INFORMATION:
372-2171
PARKING INFORMATION (You or your
guest(s)):
312-2ns
SECURE TRANSPORTATION
ARRANGEMENTS via University fleet:
372-2251
PURCHASE SUPPLIES, MATERIALS
AND EQUIPMENT:
372-0411
This includes central stores;
purchases to be expedited; property
transfer; surplus equipment; state
contract; return, cancel or change
orders; contract compliance
questions.
SECURE PERSONNEL
INFORMATION:
- Classified employees' policies,
procedures, transfers, performance
reviews, terminations: 372-2225
- Classified employees' hiring:
372-0421
- Administrative staff policies,
procedures, hiring: 372-2558 - Retirement, unemployment:
372-0421
- Annuities, insurance {life and
health): 372-2112

Regents report
enrollment increase
Enrollment at Ohio's public
colleges and universities has
increaSed by more than 9,000
students (2.4 percent) to a record
398,425 this fall, according to the
Ohio Board of Regents.
Community colleges experienced
the greatest rate of growth - 6.6
percent;·technicat colleges - 4.1
percent; university branches - 4.3
percent; universities·- 0.7 percent
{nearly 2,000 students).
According to Chancellor Edward Q.
Moulton, since 1979-80 public college
and university enrollments have
increased by more than 47,000
students, "nearly equivalent to adding
another Ohio State to the system."
A debate between President
Olscamp and Michael Marsh, a
proponent of the Stop Excessive
Taxation movement in Ohio, will be
aired on WBGU-TV at 5:30 p.m.
Friday. Oct. 28.
Dr. Olscamp and Marsh will debate
Issues 2 and 3 which will appear on
the Nov. B ballot.

faculty /Staff Positions
The following faculty positions have been authorized:
Finance and Insurance: Assistant professor. Contact Raj A. Padmaraj (2·2520).
Deadline: Nov. 15, 1983
Flrelands: Instructor/assistant professor, electronics engineering (applied sciences).
Contact Algalee Adams (93-229). Deadline: Oct. 31, 1983
~ Economics: Instructor - Child Development Center. Contact Sally Kilmer
(2-2026). Deadline: Jan. 1, 1984
_
The following administrative staff positions have been authorized:
Health S.•lces: Administrative coordinator. Contact Susan Caldwefl (2·2558}.
Deadline: Nov. 1, 1983
Placement S.llces: Director. Contact Bob Anowsmtth (2-2147). Oaadffne (extended):
Nov. 14, 1!EJ
·
·
.. ,
WBOU.lV: Photographer1Videographa•. Contact Jan Bell (2-0121). ~line (extended):
Nov. 30, 1983 .
- .
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-
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Preview Day is Oct. 29
High school students considering a
college career will have the
opportunity to sample life at Bowling
Green at the annual Preview Day on
Saturday {Oct. 29).
Some 1,700 high school students
and their parents are expected to
attend the annual event, which will
include numerous displays by
academic departments and student
service areas. Faculty and students
also will be available to talk with
those who visit the campus for the
day.
Events begin at 9:30 a.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the University

:, :_ 25. 1983
,.:. s you all know we are faced with the possibility of a multi10n dollar rollback in our state subsidy should Issues 2 and 3
.e:ss in the November 8 election. I have no idea what Executive
; -c;ers the Governor may issue should Issue 3 in particular pass,
-'-''. 1 believe we must act prudently, faced with the possibility that
··~ :1ill issue some order reducing our state subsidy if Issue 3

Those who attend the Preview Day
activities also will have the
opportunity to attend1he 1:30 p.m.
football game when the Falcons will
meet Central Michigan at Perry Field.

.

Preview Day is a joint effort of the
admissions and alumni and
development offices.

Collages, stamp art and photography by·
Biii Whorral and CUrt Uebelhor, through'
Oct. 30, Fine Arts Gallery, School of Art.
Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays and 2·5 pm. Sundays.
Paintings and photographs by 19th
centwy Bowling Green resident lzaac M.
Taylor, whose works Include the murals at
the Wood County Court House, through
Nov. 20, McFall Center Gallery. Gallery
hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 pm. Monday
through Friday and 1-5 p.m. Sunday:;.

llonday, OcL 24
Poetry readings by graduate students
Ken Shedd and George Looney, 6:30 p.m.,
Commuter Center Lounge,· Moseley Hall.
Free.
"Quartet of Ladles." Gennan film with
English subtitles, 7:30 p:m., -Gish Film
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
"Studying American Culture In the -· ·
1980s," a public forum sponsored bf the
American culture doctoral program, 7:30
p.m., 110 Business Administration Bldg.
Graduate Recital Serles concert, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Tuesday, Oct. 25
"Nuclear Strategy, Deterrence, ncS First
Strike Weapons. 1945-1983," a lecture by
Jeffrey P. Kimball, Miami University, 4:15
p.m., Community Suite, University Union.
Free. The lecture ls sponsored by the
departments of history, military science
and aerospace studies.
Tbe Vienna Choir Boys. Featl•al Series
concert, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hau, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Tickets to the
performance are sold out.
Unlwerslly Skating Qub, 8-10 p.m, Ice
Arena. S2 per session. All faculty and staff
are invited to participate.

w~,0ct.2&.
Unclargr.tuate ~ 1:30 p.m.,
McFall Center Assembly Room.
Saccer vs. Cleveland State, 3 p.m~
Cochrane Field.
Autbms Reception., sponsored by the
Friends of the University Library and
Center for Archival Collection, 7:~-p.m.,
Map library, 150 library. Open to all .
faculty amt staff, the reception will honor
University authors and editors of complete
works as well as composers whose works
have been completed during the past year.
Yentl da C.mera, woodwind quintet, 8
p.m, Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center.

Thursday, OcL 27
"Psycho," UAO film series, 8 pm, Gish
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Friday, Oct. 28
HockeJ vs. Michigan Tech, 7:30 p.m., Ice

Arena.

Tolbl Reagon and friends. concert
sponsored by Women for Woman, 8 p.m,
Aman!, Commons. Free.
"A•1r1clln Wae•ulf In Londan," UAO
film 96ries, 8:3G; 10:15 p<.m. and midnight,
Main Audhortum, Univei1tltJ Half. Tickets
.. .. - ...

~Fliilt a'liftiiaf~t~· on Public
Senlc:e Internships, 9 ~·9' 'o .~ p.m....f()r..

further information t:oruadt Flank-': -.. ·:
McKenna, political science (2·2921). The
deadline to register Is Wednesday (Oct.
28}.
.
.
Pie1lew Day, sponsored by the

Mathematician to visit campus
-as Phi Beta Kappa scholar

admissions office for high school
students and their families, 9:30 a.m.,
Grand Ballroom, University Union.
Football vs. Central Michigan, 1:30 p.m.,
Perry Field. For ticket information contact
the Memorial Hall ticket office, 372-2364.
_Hockey vs. Michigan Tech, 7:30 p.m., Ice
Arena.
"American Werewolf In London," UAO
fllm series, 8:30, 10:15.p..r;n. and midnight,
Main Audltorlum,UniveH£ity Hatt Tickets
$1.50 with University t.D. Twq tickets can
be purchased with one 1.D.' • '....'

oa:r3a~

Pianist Jerome Rose, artist-in residence,
free concert, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

llonday, Oct. 31
"Hollclay Trip," Gennan film with

English subtHles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film
Theater. Free.
a.dJnage, guest recital, 8 p.m, Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Tuesday, Bov. l
"An Insiders View of the Nawbeiy
Awards Committee," a lecture by Ginny
Moore Kruse, director of the Cooperative
Children's Book Center at Madison, Wis.,
noon, Frrelands campus.

She will also speak at 7:30 p.m. on
"Images of the Disabled in Trade Books
for Childnm."
"Cornucopia" horn ensemble, free
recital, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
"Talkin' 'Bout loft," sponSored by the
Ethnic Cultural Arts program, 8 p.m., Joe
E. Brown Theater, University Hall.
Admission $1.50 at the door.

Trade show planned
when buyers meet
A trade show featuring exhibits by
more than 40 vendors will be on
display in the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union today (Oct. 24) and
Tuesday as part of the Ohio Regional
Group meeting of the National
Association of Educational Buyers to
be hosted on campus.
Exhibits of such diverse products
as kitchen equipment, copiers, office
furniture, drapery fabric and energy
saving devices will be displayed.
Hours for the fair are.10 am. to 7
p.m. today and 9 am:to 1 p.m.

Tuesday. '
The fair Is open to the public•

1

-herefore, I am by this memorandum freezing all vacant· positions
..., rne University, whether they be faculty, administrative, or
::.assified staff. This freeze applies to auxiliary enterprises as well
2s to the instructional and general budget operations of the
University and to every operating area.
\1y personal approval will be required to fill any position for
:1hich a binding offer of contract has not been made as of noon
Ocwber 24, 1983. No binding offers of contract, verbal or written.
may be made after that date without my written permission. If there
are any qi.:estions of interpretation regarding this position freeze.
they should be directed to the appropriate area vice presidents.

-Saturday, -Octi29

Siia&my,

•

-: ~sses.

$J.50 with University l.D. Two tickets can
be purchased with one 1.0.

Exhibits

freeze imposed

~-es1dent Olscamp has issued the following memorandum to vice
e ~:cents, deans, chairs and hiring authorities. The memorandum
'ec:ommended by the president for the attention of the .entire
-: •iersity community.

Union where the various exhibits will
be on display until noon. The Office
of Admissions will give guided
campus tours -from 10-11 :30 am., and
several departments will host open
houses and offer tours of their
respective facilities.

Datebook

·'

,·_··

-

Dale Smith, physics and astronomy, is director of the planetarium scheduled
to open in mid-February.

A mathematician of international
renown will be on campus Thursday
and Friday (Nov. 3-4i speaking in
classes and presenting a featured
address and a colloquium open to the
public.
Saunders Mac Lane, who was the
Max Mason Distinguished Service
Professor of Mathematics at the
University of Chicago from 1963-1982,
will visit Bowling Green under the
auspices of the Phi Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholar Program. His
presentations are being jointly
sponsored by the University's Phi
Beta Kappa chapter and the

Sky to star in new p_lanetarium
Dale Smith doesn't exactly walk
around with his "head in the stars,"
but he does have the stars on his
mind these days.
Dr. Smith, an assistant professor of
physics and astronomy, has joined
the faculty as director of the
planetarium now under construction
as part of the Physical Sciences
Laboratory Building. And, with luck,
he says, the new facility should be
open sometime in mid-February.
The prospect of a planetarium at
Bowling Green naturally excites
Smith, who is a little disturbed by the
fact that the stars have lost some of
their timeless hold on mankind.
"The planetarium will be one way
for people to get reacquainted with
the nighttime sky," he said. "We live
in a culture of artificial lighting. We
almost never look at the stars. We've
lost something that previous
generations had - being able to look
at the sky without streetlight and
neon sign interference."
Visitors to the new planetarium will
be able to tune out that interference
as they recline under the dome that
will light up with speeding rockets,
exploding stars, rotating planets and
bright eclipses, according to Dr.
Smith, who said the programs
planned should ap~ to all ages.

"I think most age_ groups like to
watch 'Star Wars,"' he said, adding
that a planetarium show has much
the same appeal.
Programming will be designed to
serve four main groups, he added University students taking astronomy
classes or those just Interested in
astronomy; students in area schools
who can visit the facility on a field
trip; the general public, and loc~I
astronomy and other interest groups.
"A planetarium helps people
discover another part of their
environment without having to spend
money on equipment and without
having to do a lot of reading," Dr.
Smith said. "You gain a new
appreciation of the sky, and then you
can go out and- rook at it."
Stargazing will be encouraged as
part of the planetarium programming,
Dr. Smith said, adding that the new
physical sciences building will be
equipped with telescopes on the roof
for stargazing after evening
planetarium programs.
"Offering a stargazing session right
after the program lets people see the
real things that are just simulated in
a planetarium," Smith said, adding,
however, that visitors to-the
planetarium will have the opportunity
to view many things they couldn't

otherwise see in the sky.
"We'll show things that aren't
visible in Bowling Green, as well as
events from the past and things
projected for the future," he said.
Construction of the planetarium,
which will be among the three largest
in northern Ohio, is under the
auspices of Vesta Construction Co.
It will be equipped with both an
outer dome and a suspended inner
dome on which images will be
projected from a special planetarium
projector purchased at a cost of
$180,000. Two star projectors at the
ends of the planetarium projector
show the northern and southern
halves of the sky, and smaller
projectors will be used to illuminate
the sun, moon and planets.
A particular problem in
construction is acoustics, Smith said,
adding that because all activity is
focused on the center of the huge
dome, special care must be taken to
absorb stray sounds.
Although the facility is expected to
open in February, formal dedication
of the planetarium is not scheduled
until April when Anthony Aveni,
internationally known for his research
in the astronomy of ancient cultures,
will be the keynote speaker.

department of mathematics and
statistics.
Mac Lane, a former recipient of a
Fulbright and two Guggenheim
fellowships and numerous honorary
degrees, will speak at 4:30 p.m.
Thursday (Nov. 3) in 210
Mathematical Sciences Bldg. on the
topic "Scientific Advice on
Government Policy: Can It be
Objective?" A reception will follow in
459 Mathematical Sciences Bldg.
He also is scheduled to present a
colloquium at 4:30 p.m. Friday (Nov. 3)
in 459 Mathematical Sciences Bldg.
on "Abstract Algebra and Conceptual
Understanding." The colloquium will
be preceded by a coffee hour in the
Commons Room of the Math Science
Building.
Formerly a professor at Harvard
University, Mac Lane has beeri a •
visiting professor at the University of
Heidelberg, the University of
Frankfurt and Tulane University. He
received both the Distinguished
Service Award and the Chauvenet
Prize for mathematical exposition
from the Mathematical Association of
America of which he is a past
president.
He also is a former president of the
American Mathematical Society and
former vice president of the National
Academy of Sciences and the
American Philosophical Society. He
served on the National Science Board
from 1974-1980 and is a member of
science academies both in the United
States and abroad.
Mac Lane's visit to Bowling Green
is made possible through the national
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholars
Program, begun in 1956 to enable
undergraduates to meet with noted
scholars in diverse disciplines. Under
this program, sponsored by the united
chapters of the fraternity, a scholar
travels to universities and colleges
with Phi Beta Kappa chapters,
spending two days on each campus,
meeting students and faculty in and
out of the classroom and presenting
one featured address.

NOTE THE CHANCES. The next issue of
MONITOR will be distributed to faculty and staff on
Friday, Nov. 4, rather than on Monday, Nov. 7. The
change in publication schedule has been made in order
to communicate to the University community some
timely information relative to the Nov. 8 general election.
Because of the change, all copy for the next issue
must be submitted no later than 5 p.m. today (Oct 31).
Because of the Veterans Day holiday which will be
observed on Friday, Nov. 11. the issue of MONITOR
dated Monday, Nov. 14, will not be distributed until
Tuesday, Nov. 15. The deadline to submit material for
that issue will be 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 8.

BOOKS, BOOKS, BOOKS FOR SALE. The
Friends of the Libraries and Center for Archival Collections will have its annual book and record sale Saturday (Nov. 5) in 122 Library, across from the elevators
on the first floor.
Hours for the sale are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A varied selection of paperback and hardcover books
will be available along with both 45- and 33-rpm
records and magazines. Most items will sell for less
than 50 cents.

LAST CHANCE FOR TICKETS. Good reserved
seats priced at $3 each are still available for the Saturday (Nov. 5) Parents Day performance to feature comedian and talk show host David Brenner. Brenner will
appear at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena during the annual
show sponsored by the Alumni Association. His act will
be preceded by a performance by the the University
Jazz Lab Band playing "Big Band Sounds."
Because the show will be staged "in the round" this
year, seats in all sections of the arena will allow full
view of the perforinance.
Tickets can be purchased from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday at the Mileti Alumni Center. Any
remaining tickets will go on sale at 7 p.m. Saturday at
the door.

PRESIDENT TO LAUNCH DISCUSSION. President Olscamp will meet with all faculty at 4:30 p.m.
Monday (Oct 31) in the Grand Ballroom of the University Union to formally begin discussion on the role and
mission of the University.

Ronald Irwin, one of Canada's leading authorities on acid rain, spoke in
the McFall Center Assembly Room on "Acid Rain: Effects on Relations
Between Canada and the United States" on Oct. 21; Irwin chairs the
Canadian House of Commons' subcommittee on acid rain. His visit to
campus was sponsored by the Ohio Association for the Study of Canada.

Lab adds life to the printed page
A letter written by Louisa May
Alcott, donated to the Jerome Library,
will stand the same test of time as
her classic novels Little Women and
Little Men.
The letter, dated 1887, the year
before Alcott died, has been treated
in the library's new Conservation Lab
and is now preserved for the next
300-500 years, according to Paul Yon,
director of the Center for Archival
Collections.

The lab, which will serve the people
of northwest Ohio as well as help the
Library preserve its own coll.ections,
is the only one of its kind in the area,
according to Yon.
"Alex Haley was the catalyst in the
move to preserve family documents,"
says Yon. Since "Roots," the library's
Center for Archival Collections has
had more and more requests from
the public for conservation
services.

•

_\.

A letter written by Louisa May Alcott is blotted "etw~en layers of
papermaker's felt to dry after being washed by an employee in the Center for
Archival Collection's Conservation Lab.

•

Located on the library's sixth floor,
the lab was made possible through a
grant obtained by the library three
years ago from thE! National
Endowment for the Humanities for
the purchase of equipment, work
tables and counters.
The lab can preserve almost
anything, Yon said - from books, to
newspapers and maps to
manuscripts.
Paper conservation starts with a
general oleaning and a test for
acidity. This step is especially
important for paper made during the
Industrial Revolution in the late 1800s
when the paper industry was moving
to wood pulp as a raw material
instead of cotton rags.
According to Yon, impurities in the
paper, such as gelatin, react with
gases in the air and fluctuating
temperatures and humidity then
cause a complex chemical reaction.
This reaction creates acid which
causes the paper to deteriorate and
yellow more quickly than paper made
before 1850. To remove the acid, the
paper must be soaked in a warm
water bath, then soaked in another
bath containing an alkaline buffer
and pressed flat to dry overnight.
When the paper is dry, any tears or
holes are mended and then the
document is preserved in Mylar, a
chemically stable polyester film. One
rule of conservation, however, is that
anything that is preserved must be
able to be reversed, and Yon said the
Mylar can be cut away at any time
without damage to the document.
Books in deteriorating condition
are either covered with Mylar or
phase-boxed, Yon said. Phase-boxes,
invented by the Library of Congress
as part of its Phased Preservation
Program, are acid-free containers
hand-cut to the size of the book. Book
covers can also be refurbished and
bindings repaired in the lab, Yon said.
The process used to preserve a
document or book varies with the
physical condition of the item, Yon
said, and prices start at $30.
Family records, birth certificates,
letters and newspaper clippings also
call' be conserved at the lab, which
photocopies these documents on
acid-free paper at a cost of 25 cents
per page .

Grants

settings, including agencies serving
the disabled, rehabilitation facilities
and private ahd public institutions.
In addition to the two-year program
of study, students are expected to
complete a 600-hour internship under
the supervision of a certified
rehabilitation counselor to qualify for
the certification examination offered
by the Council on Rehabilitation·
Certification.
Current enrollment includes 23 fulltime and 46 part-time students.
Robert MacGuffie is program director.

Peggy C. Glordano and Stephen A.
Cemkovlch, sociology, $10,215 from the
National Institute of Mental Health, a
supplement for their continuing research
on changing patterns of female·
delinquency.
Gary Heberlein and Thomas B. Cobb,
Graduate College, $7,558 from the Public
Health Service, Dept. of Health and
Human Services, a supplement to fourth·
year funding of a biomedical research
support grant designed to stimulate
biomedical research activities at the
University.

VVorkshop Way
conference Nov. 4-6

Fred D. Miller and Jeffrey Paul,
philosophy, and Ellen F. Paul, political
science, $50,000 from the Allegheny
Foundation of Pittsburgh, Pa., to support
the conference and publication program
of the Social Philosophy and Policy Center
during 1984-85.

Grace H. Pilon, S.B.S., originator of
the Workshop Way concept of
teaching, will be on campus this
weekend (Nov. 4-6) when the
University hosts the eighth annual
national Workshop Way Convention·.
Approximately 800 educators are
expected to attend the workshop,
which will feature a keynote address
by Sister Grace at 7:30 p.m. Friday
(Nov. 4) in the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.
Other sessions will focus on the
Workshop Way methods of teaching
math, reading, phonics and self
concept. Registration begins at 5 p.m.
Friday and the final session will be at
11:30 a.m. Sunday.
For further information about the
conference, contact Daniel P. Heisler
or Mary Anne Dalton, educational
administration and supervision,
372-0151.
.

Recognitions
Sally Kilmer, home economics, has been
elected to a second two-year term as
treasurer of the National Association for
the Education of Young Children, the
professional organization for early
childhood education with a membership
totaling about 37,000.

~

Richard J. Rehmer, personnel support
services, has been named a member of
the National Panel of Consumer
Arbitrators which mediates disputes
between businesses and their customers.
He also is an· arbitrator for the
American Arbitration Association.

Presentations
Richard A. Frye, an.d Jack A. Taylor,
educational development, presented a
paper entitled "A Computer Assisted Data
Collection Model (CADCOM) for Program
Evaluation and Review" at the fall
conference of the Ohio Association of
Educational Opportunity Program
Personnel Oct. 9-11 at Kings Island.

Education college
seeks 'Alum of Year'
The College of Education is
seeking nominations for its fifth
annual "Education Alum of the Year"
award'.
The award recognizes alumni of the
college who have distinguished
themselves through outstanding work
in their profession or through public
service. Candidates must hold either
an undergraduate or graduate degree
from the University, having completed
their major program in the College of
Education.
.
Accarding to Sandra Packard, dean
of the college, "The Alum of the Year
award is our way of recognizing the
success and positive contributions
made by all of our alumni by giving
special honor to one whose record is
particularly outstanding."
Nominations for the 1984 award, to
be presented in April, should be sent
no later than Nov. 11 to Ronald
Marso, educational foundations and
inquiry, chair of the faculty
committee which will select the
award recipient.

Carole Huston, athletics, was a
presentor in a panel discussion, "Hotline
- Direct Line to Decision-makers,'' at the
recent fall forum of the Council of
Collegiate Women Athletic Administrators
in Kansas City.
Briant Hamor Lee, speech
communication, presented a paper .
entitled ''The Glick Comedy Company of
North Baltimore, Ohio" at the recent .
American Theatre Association Conference
at Minneapolis, Minn.
He also presented "Tent Repertory
Theatre in Northwest Ohio" at a meeting
of the Ottawa County Historical Society
Oct. 7 in Genoa, and on Oct. 15 he
presented a paper on "Research
Opportunities in Theatre at Bowling Green
State University" as part of the fall
meetings of the Ohio Theatre Alliance in
Cleveland.
Dvora Krueger, art, presented a series
of art therapy workshops in France during
June and July.
The workshops were designed to
acquaint French mental health
professionals and human service workers
with the theories and practies of art
therapy .in America

Aerospace studies
has items for sale
The aerospace studies deP,artment
has for sale women's blue all-weather
coats in various sizes, priced at $10.
Also for sale are men's black
"leather dress shoes in, various sizes,
also priced at $10.
· For further information contact the
office at 372-2176 between .12:45 and
3:45 p.m .. Monday through Thursday.

PRESIDENT ·oN THE LINE.' President Olscamp
will be the guest on WBGU-TV's "On the Line" pr1>gram at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday. Nov. 1. The president will
answer questions on any topic during the live program
which will be rebroadcast at 11 p.m. on Channel 57.
Questions can be phoned to 372-0121.
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Rehabilitation counseling
program earns reaccreditation
The University's rehabilitation
counselor education program has
been re-accredited for a five-year
term.
The program, jointly offered by the
colleges of Health and Community
Services and Education, has received
the seal of approval from the Council
on Rehabilitation, Inc., recognized by
the Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation as the only accrediting
body for master's degree programs in
rehabilitation counselor education.
CORE began accrediting
rehabilitation counseling programs in
·19n, and Bowling Green's program
was among the first to receive
approval, earning accreditation in
1978. The current accreditation
extends through 1988.
The program, offered at Bowling
Green since 1966, trains students to
work in a variety of counseling

HOLIDAY APPROACHING. Friday, Nov. 11, is
Veteran's Day, a holiday for all University employees.
Classes, however, will meet as usual on that day.
Only those offices which absolutely must remain
open should be staffed, and then only at minimal
levels.
Those offices that will remain open are requested to
call the academic affairs office (372-2915) before 5 p.m.
Monday (Oct 31) to report that information for
publication in MONITOR.

.i

Michael T. Marsden, popular culture,
presented a paper on "Owen Rountree's
·eord' Series: The Self-Reflexive Popular
Western" at the 18th annual meetinQ of
the Western Literature Association Oct. 8
in St. Paul, Minn.
At the same meeting, Gary
Hoppenstand, a doctoral cand1:-' :.te :n the
Arne-ri,-:an '.:ulture program. pres·. lt·: a

paper on "Six-Guns and Sadism: Images
of Family Violence in the Contemporary
Western."

Northern University and at Artlink
Contemporary Artspace and the "Crafts
150" exhibition in Fort Wayne, Ind.
She is a specialist in fiber art.

Beatrice K. Morton, emerita, English,
presented a paper entitled "Power and
Beauty: Four Stories by Meridel Lesueur•·
at the annual meeting of the Western
Literature Association Oct. 8 in
Minneapolis. Dr. Morton chaired the
session and introduced Lesueur as the
honored guest at the luncheon.

E. Ruth Schnelder, educational
curriculum and instruction, presented an
invited paper, "Microcomputer Application
for Media Center Administration and
Services,'' at the Apollo Joint Vocational
School and Allen County schools
professional day Oct. 5.

Benjamin N. Muego, political science,
Firelands, chaired a panel discussing
"Regime Maintenance and Instability in
Southeast Asia" and presented a paper on
"The New People's Army: The Only
Growing Communist Insurgency in
Southeast Asia " at the 32nd Midwest
Conference on Asian Affairs Oct. 7-8 at
the University of Kansas, Lawrence. The
MCAA is one of four regional conferences
held annually under the aegis of the
Association for Asian Studies.

Martha Tack, educational
administration and supervision, was one
of four trainers selected by the National
Federation of Business and Professional
Women's Clubs, Inc., to provide leadership
training for elected state officials in
various districts. She led discussions on
leadership, fundamentals of management,
politics and organizations,
communications, stress and time
management Sept. 16-18 in Indianapolis
and Sept. 23-25 in Des Moises, Iowa.

James R. Ostas, economics, presented
a paper entitled "A Mathematical Model of
the Housing and Mortgage Markets" at
the October meetings of the Atlantic
Economic Association in Philadelphia.
Boleslav S. Povsic, romance languages,
presen\ed a paper entitled "How to
translate into Latin American
geographical proper names" at the annual
meeting of the Ohio Classical Conference
Oct. 21 in Cleveland.
Harold Rowe, educational
administration and supervision, was a
consultant for 25 participants in a
workshop sponsored Sept. 15-16 in
Chicago by the National Staff
Development Council entitled "Planning
Successful lnservice Programs for
Administrators."
Dr. Rowe also conducted a workshop
Sept:21 for superintendents in Lorain
County on the topic of "Energetics·· and
gave a presentation on "Effective Schools
and What Teachers can Do" Sept. 28 for
teachers and principals in the Patrick
Henry schools.
Tracy Ruhlin, art, is currently exhibiting
works in shows at Elzay Gallery at Ohio

Lucille Terry, home economics, Ronald
Stoner, physics and astronomy, and
Charlotte Scherer, education clinical lab,
gave presentations and demonstrations
on using microcomputers in the
classroom at the Northwest Ohio Regional
Seminar on "The Instructional
Technologies - Tools of the Faculty"
Oct. 14 at WBGU-TV. The seminar was
jointly sponsored by Bowling Green and
Toledo universities.
Richard L Weaver II, speech
communication, prPsented an invited
paper, "Interpersonal Communication: A
Skills Approach," at the annual
convention of the Speech Communication
Association of Ohio Oct. 1 in Columbus.
Richard Wright, Institute for Great
Lakes Research, delivered the Clarence
Burton Lecture at the annual meeting of
the History Society of Michigan Sept.
29-0ct. 1 in Alpena, Mich.
His invited presentation was based on
the meeting theme of preserving maritime
history.

Publications

author of three chapters, "Rural
Settlements and Land Use,'' "Maps, Aerial
Photography and Imagery" and
"Environmental Overview" in Borderlands
Sourcebook: Northern Mexico and the
American Southwest, published by the

University of Oklahoma Press.
Ronald Fadley, emeritus, speech
communication, Appropriate Managerial
Assertiveness. a workbook published by
Human Development Seminars, Inc., St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Richard A. Frye, educational
development, an Operation Manual for
Upward Bound and Talent Search
Projects. The manual includes instructions
on recruiting program participants,
maintaining files and data base
information systems.
Ken I. Kim, management, and Dennis W.
Organ, Indiana University, "One More
Time - What Does LPC Measure? A Test
of the Cognitive Complexity
Interpretation," an art[cle in Psychological
Reports, 1983.
V.T. Norton, mathematics and statistics,
"A Simple Algorithm for Computing the
Non-central F Distribution," in The Journal
of the Royal Statistical Society, Series C

(Applied Statistics), vol. 32.
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Alvar W. Carlson, geography, is the

Administrative Staff Council
Richard Eakin, vice president for
academic affairs, reported to the
Administrative Staff Council on the
impact of State Issues 2 and 3 on
higher education at the ASC's Oct. 7
meeting.
Dr. Eakin pointed out that,
according to the Ohio Board of
Regents, passage of Issue 3 could
result in a cut of approximately $9.7f:
million from the University's budget,
bringing Bowling Green's subsidy
income back to about 1979-80 levels.
The cut would represent
approximately 23 percent of the
1984-85 state subsidy Bowling Green
is scheduled to receive under H.B.
291.

namely, to provide information and
encourage people to vote.
Joe Martini, bursar, chair-elect,
reported that one vice president will
attend each of future ASC meetings,
giving a brief presentation and then
responding to questions during the
Members of ASC discussed steps
first half hour of the meeting. Richard
that could be taken by the council
Edwards, vice president for University
with regard to the issues and voted
relations, will attend the next ·meeting
that the Executive Committee should
scheduled at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nev.
disseminate information to all
8, in the Taft Room of the University
administrative staff. The council also Union.
voted to establish a five-member ad
It was also announced that
hoc committee to draft action
President Olscamp has agreed to
recommendations for administrative
allow the council to send an official
staff if the two issues pass. In
representative to Board of Trustee
addition, council voted to reaffirm the meetings to .answer questions from
University's position on the issues;
the board or to speak to the board if
there is an item on the agenda that
concerns administrative staff. A
representative of administrative staff
also has been approved to be added
to the Library Advisory Committee,
country. The speakers included Pat
Rogers of York University, L Lipshitz the Computing Council and the
Insurance Committee.
of Purdue University and Angus
Announcement was made of the
Macintyre of Yale _University .
opening
day schedule for 1984. The
Universities represented at the·
convocation
is scheduled on Monday,
conference included lllinors. Purdue,
Aug.
27.
An
informal
meeting of
Notre Dame, Michigan State,
administrative
staff
will
be held in the
Michigan, Yale, Rutgers and Colgate.
Andrew Glass. mathematics. served late afternoon in the Alumni Room of
the University Union.
·as conference coordinator.

Noting that the University has
experienced serious budget
reductions in the past, Dr. Eakin said,
however, that none of the previous
cuts have been of such great ·
magnitude.

Math department hosts Mid-West seminar
More than 50 mathematicians from
throughout the eastern United States
and Canada were at the University
Oct. 21-22 attending the Mid-West
Model Theory Seminar.
·
Focus-:?d on the topics of model·
theoretic algebra and decidability
questions, the conference feafured
presentations by some of the top
mathematics researchers in the

•

•

NOTE THE CHANCES. The next issue of
MONITOR will be distributed to faculty and staff on
Friday, Nov. 4, rather than on Monday, Nov. 7. The
change in publication schedule has been made in order
to communicate to the University community some
timely information relative to the Nov. 8 general election.
Because of the change, all copy for the next issue
must be submitted no later than 5 p.m. today (Oct 31).
Because of the Veterans Day holiday which will be
observed on Friday, Nov. 11. the issue of MONITOR
dated Monday, Nov. 14, will not be distributed until
Tuesday, Nov. 15. The deadline to submit material for
that issue will be 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 8.

BOOKS, BOOKS, BOOKS FOR SALE. The
Friends of the Libraries and Center for Archival Collections will have its annual book and record sale Saturday (Nov. 5) in 122 Library, across from the elevators
on the first floor.
Hours for the sale are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A varied selection of paperback and hardcover books
will be available along with both 45- and 33-rpm
records and magazines. Most items will sell for less
than 50 cents.

LAST CHANCE FOR TICKETS. Good reserved
seats priced at $3 each are still available for the Saturday (Nov. 5) Parents Day performance to feature comedian and talk show host David Brenner. Brenner will
appear at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena during the annual
show sponsored by the Alumni Association. His act will
be preceded by a performance by the the University
Jazz Lab Band playing "Big Band Sounds."
Because the show will be staged "in the round" this
year, seats in all sections of the arena will allow full
view of the perforinance.
Tickets can be purchased from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday at the Mileti Alumni Center. Any
remaining tickets will go on sale at 7 p.m. Saturday at
the door.

PRESIDENT TO LAUNCH DISCUSSION. President Olscamp will meet with all faculty at 4:30 p.m.
Monday (Oct 31) in the Grand Ballroom of the University Union to formally begin discussion on the role and
mission of the University.

Ronald Irwin, one of Canada's leading authorities on acid rain, spoke in
the McFall Center Assembly Room on "Acid Rain: Effects on Relations
Between Canada and the United States" on Oct. 21; Irwin chairs the
Canadian House of Commons' subcommittee on acid rain. His visit to
campus was sponsored by the Ohio Association for the Study of Canada.

Lab adds life to the printed page
A letter written by Louisa May
Alcott, donated to the Jerome Library,
will stand the same test of time as
her classic novels Little Women and
Little Men.
The letter, dated 1887, the year
before Alcott died, has been treated
in the library's new Conservation Lab
and is now preserved for the next
300-500 years, according to Paul Yon,
director of the Center for Archival
Collections.

The lab, which will serve the people
of northwest Ohio as well as help the
Library preserve its own coll.ections,
is the only one of its kind in the area,
according to Yon.
"Alex Haley was the catalyst in the
move to preserve family documents,"
says Yon. Since "Roots," the library's
Center for Archival Collections has
had more and more requests from
the public for conservation
services.

•

_\.

A letter written by Louisa May Alcott is blotted "etw~en layers of
papermaker's felt to dry after being washed by an employee in the Center for
Archival Collection's Conservation Lab.

•

Located on the library's sixth floor,
the lab was made possible through a
grant obtained by the library three
years ago from thE! National
Endowment for the Humanities for
the purchase of equipment, work
tables and counters.
The lab can preserve almost
anything, Yon said - from books, to
newspapers and maps to
manuscripts.
Paper conservation starts with a
general oleaning and a test for
acidity. This step is especially
important for paper made during the
Industrial Revolution in the late 1800s
when the paper industry was moving
to wood pulp as a raw material
instead of cotton rags.
According to Yon, impurities in the
paper, such as gelatin, react with
gases in the air and fluctuating
temperatures and humidity then
cause a complex chemical reaction.
This reaction creates acid which
causes the paper to deteriorate and
yellow more quickly than paper made
before 1850. To remove the acid, the
paper must be soaked in a warm
water bath, then soaked in another
bath containing an alkaline buffer
and pressed flat to dry overnight.
When the paper is dry, any tears or
holes are mended and then the
document is preserved in Mylar, a
chemically stable polyester film. One
rule of conservation, however, is that
anything that is preserved must be
able to be reversed, and Yon said the
Mylar can be cut away at any time
without damage to the document.
Books in deteriorating condition
are either covered with Mylar or
phase-boxed, Yon said. Phase-boxes,
invented by the Library of Congress
as part of its Phased Preservation
Program, are acid-free containers
hand-cut to the size of the book. Book
covers can also be refurbished and
bindings repaired in the lab, Yon said.
The process used to preserve a
document or book varies with the
physical condition of the item, Yon
said, and prices start at $30.
Family records, birth certificates,
letters and newspaper clippings also
call' be conserved at the lab, which
photocopies these documents on
acid-free paper at a cost of 25 cents
per page .

Grants

settings, including agencies serving
the disabled, rehabilitation facilities
and private ahd public institutions.
In addition to the two-year program
of study, students are expected to
complete a 600-hour internship under
the supervision of a certified
rehabilitation counselor to qualify for
the certification examination offered
by the Council on Rehabilitation·
Certification.
Current enrollment includes 23 fulltime and 46 part-time students.
Robert MacGuffie is program director.

Peggy C. Glordano and Stephen A.
Cemkovlch, sociology, $10,215 from the
National Institute of Mental Health, a
supplement for their continuing research
on changing patterns of female·
delinquency.
Gary Heberlein and Thomas B. Cobb,
Graduate College, $7,558 from the Public
Health Service, Dept. of Health and
Human Services, a supplement to fourth·
year funding of a biomedical research
support grant designed to stimulate
biomedical research activities at the
University.

VVorkshop Way
conference Nov. 4-6

Fred D. Miller and Jeffrey Paul,
philosophy, and Ellen F. Paul, political
science, $50,000 from the Allegheny
Foundation of Pittsburgh, Pa., to support
the conference and publication program
of the Social Philosophy and Policy Center
during 1984-85.

Grace H. Pilon, S.B.S., originator of
the Workshop Way concept of
teaching, will be on campus this
weekend (Nov. 4-6) when the
University hosts the eighth annual
national Workshop Way Convention·.
Approximately 800 educators are
expected to attend the workshop,
which will feature a keynote address
by Sister Grace at 7:30 p.m. Friday
(Nov. 4) in the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.
Other sessions will focus on the
Workshop Way methods of teaching
math, reading, phonics and self
concept. Registration begins at 5 p.m.
Friday and the final session will be at
11:30 a.m. Sunday.
For further information about the
conference, contact Daniel P. Heisler
or Mary Anne Dalton, educational
administration and supervision,
372-0151.
.

Recognitions
Sally Kilmer, home economics, has been
elected to a second two-year term as
treasurer of the National Association for
the Education of Young Children, the
professional organization for early
childhood education with a membership
totaling about 37,000.

~

Richard J. Rehmer, personnel support
services, has been named a member of
the National Panel of Consumer
Arbitrators which mediates disputes
between businesses and their customers.
He also is an· arbitrator for the
American Arbitration Association.

Presentations
Richard A. Frye, an.d Jack A. Taylor,
educational development, presented a
paper entitled "A Computer Assisted Data
Collection Model (CADCOM) for Program
Evaluation and Review" at the fall
conference of the Ohio Association of
Educational Opportunity Program
Personnel Oct. 9-11 at Kings Island.

Education college
seeks 'Alum of Year'
The College of Education is
seeking nominations for its fifth
annual "Education Alum of the Year"
award'.
The award recognizes alumni of the
college who have distinguished
themselves through outstanding work
in their profession or through public
service. Candidates must hold either
an undergraduate or graduate degree
from the University, having completed
their major program in the College of
Education.
.
Accarding to Sandra Packard, dean
of the college, "The Alum of the Year
award is our way of recognizing the
success and positive contributions
made by all of our alumni by giving
special honor to one whose record is
particularly outstanding."
Nominations for the 1984 award, to
be presented in April, should be sent
no later than Nov. 11 to Ronald
Marso, educational foundations and
inquiry, chair of the faculty
committee which will select the
award recipient.

Carole Huston, athletics, was a
presentor in a panel discussion, "Hotline
- Direct Line to Decision-makers,'' at the
recent fall forum of the Council of
Collegiate Women Athletic Administrators
in Kansas City.
Briant Hamor Lee, speech
communication, presented a paper .
entitled ''The Glick Comedy Company of
North Baltimore, Ohio" at the recent .
American Theatre Association Conference
at Minneapolis, Minn.
He also presented "Tent Repertory
Theatre in Northwest Ohio" at a meeting
of the Ottawa County Historical Society
Oct. 7 in Genoa, and on Oct. 15 he
presented a paper on "Research
Opportunities in Theatre at Bowling Green
State University" as part of the fall
meetings of the Ohio Theatre Alliance in
Cleveland.
Dvora Krueger, art, presented a series
of art therapy workshops in France during
June and July.
The workshops were designed to
acquaint French mental health
professionals and human service workers
with the theories and practies of art
therapy .in America

Aerospace studies
has items for sale
The aerospace studies deP,artment
has for sale women's blue all-weather
coats in various sizes, priced at $10.
Also for sale are men's black
"leather dress shoes in, various sizes,
also priced at $10.
· For further information contact the
office at 372-2176 between .12:45 and
3:45 p.m .. Monday through Thursday.

PRESIDENT ·oN THE LINE.' President Olscamp
will be the guest on WBGU-TV's "On the Line" pr1>gram at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday. Nov. 1. The president will
answer questions on any topic during the live program
which will be rebroadcast at 11 p.m. on Channel 57.
Questions can be phoned to 372-0121.
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Rehabilitation counseling
program earns reaccreditation
The University's rehabilitation
counselor education program has
been re-accredited for a five-year
term.
The program, jointly offered by the
colleges of Health and Community
Services and Education, has received
the seal of approval from the Council
on Rehabilitation, Inc., recognized by
the Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation as the only accrediting
body for master's degree programs in
rehabilitation counselor education.
CORE began accrediting
rehabilitation counseling programs in
·19n, and Bowling Green's program
was among the first to receive
approval, earning accreditation in
1978. The current accreditation
extends through 1988.
The program, offered at Bowling
Green since 1966, trains students to
work in a variety of counseling

HOLIDAY APPROACHING. Friday, Nov. 11, is
Veteran's Day, a holiday for all University employees.
Classes, however, will meet as usual on that day.
Only those offices which absolutely must remain
open should be staffed, and then only at minimal
levels.
Those offices that will remain open are requested to
call the academic affairs office (372-2915) before 5 p.m.
Monday (Oct 31) to report that information for
publication in MONITOR.

.i

Michael T. Marsden, popular culture,
presented a paper on "Owen Rountree's
·eord' Series: The Self-Reflexive Popular
Western" at the 18th annual meetinQ of
the Western Literature Association Oct. 8
in St. Paul, Minn.
At the same meeting, Gary
Hoppenstand, a doctoral cand1:-' :.te :n the
Arne-ri,-:an '.:ulture program. pres·. lt·: a

paper on "Six-Guns and Sadism: Images
of Family Violence in the Contemporary
Western."

Northern University and at Artlink
Contemporary Artspace and the "Crafts
150" exhibition in Fort Wayne, Ind.
She is a specialist in fiber art.

Beatrice K. Morton, emerita, English,
presented a paper entitled "Power and
Beauty: Four Stories by Meridel Lesueur•·
at the annual meeting of the Western
Literature Association Oct. 8 in
Minneapolis. Dr. Morton chaired the
session and introduced Lesueur as the
honored guest at the luncheon.

E. Ruth Schnelder, educational
curriculum and instruction, presented an
invited paper, "Microcomputer Application
for Media Center Administration and
Services,'' at the Apollo Joint Vocational
School and Allen County schools
professional day Oct. 5.

Benjamin N. Muego, political science,
Firelands, chaired a panel discussing
"Regime Maintenance and Instability in
Southeast Asia" and presented a paper on
"The New People's Army: The Only
Growing Communist Insurgency in
Southeast Asia " at the 32nd Midwest
Conference on Asian Affairs Oct. 7-8 at
the University of Kansas, Lawrence. The
MCAA is one of four regional conferences
held annually under the aegis of the
Association for Asian Studies.

Martha Tack, educational
administration and supervision, was one
of four trainers selected by the National
Federation of Business and Professional
Women's Clubs, Inc., to provide leadership
training for elected state officials in
various districts. She led discussions on
leadership, fundamentals of management,
politics and organizations,
communications, stress and time
management Sept. 16-18 in Indianapolis
and Sept. 23-25 in Des Moises, Iowa.

James R. Ostas, economics, presented
a paper entitled "A Mathematical Model of
the Housing and Mortgage Markets" at
the October meetings of the Atlantic
Economic Association in Philadelphia.
Boleslav S. Povsic, romance languages,
presen\ed a paper entitled "How to
translate into Latin American
geographical proper names" at the annual
meeting of the Ohio Classical Conference
Oct. 21 in Cleveland.
Harold Rowe, educational
administration and supervision, was a
consultant for 25 participants in a
workshop sponsored Sept. 15-16 in
Chicago by the National Staff
Development Council entitled "Planning
Successful lnservice Programs for
Administrators."
Dr. Rowe also conducted a workshop
Sept:21 for superintendents in Lorain
County on the topic of "Energetics·· and
gave a presentation on "Effective Schools
and What Teachers can Do" Sept. 28 for
teachers and principals in the Patrick
Henry schools.
Tracy Ruhlin, art, is currently exhibiting
works in shows at Elzay Gallery at Ohio

Lucille Terry, home economics, Ronald
Stoner, physics and astronomy, and
Charlotte Scherer, education clinical lab,
gave presentations and demonstrations
on using microcomputers in the
classroom at the Northwest Ohio Regional
Seminar on "The Instructional
Technologies - Tools of the Faculty"
Oct. 14 at WBGU-TV. The seminar was
jointly sponsored by Bowling Green and
Toledo universities.
Richard L Weaver II, speech
communication, prPsented an invited
paper, "Interpersonal Communication: A
Skills Approach," at the annual
convention of the Speech Communication
Association of Ohio Oct. 1 in Columbus.
Richard Wright, Institute for Great
Lakes Research, delivered the Clarence
Burton Lecture at the annual meeting of
the History Society of Michigan Sept.
29-0ct. 1 in Alpena, Mich.
His invited presentation was based on
the meeting theme of preserving maritime
history.

Publications

author of three chapters, "Rural
Settlements and Land Use,'' "Maps, Aerial
Photography and Imagery" and
"Environmental Overview" in Borderlands
Sourcebook: Northern Mexico and the
American Southwest, published by the

University of Oklahoma Press.
Ronald Fadley, emeritus, speech
communication, Appropriate Managerial
Assertiveness. a workbook published by
Human Development Seminars, Inc., St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Richard A. Frye, educational
development, an Operation Manual for
Upward Bound and Talent Search
Projects. The manual includes instructions
on recruiting program participants,
maintaining files and data base
information systems.
Ken I. Kim, management, and Dennis W.
Organ, Indiana University, "One More
Time - What Does LPC Measure? A Test
of the Cognitive Complexity
Interpretation," an art[cle in Psychological
Reports, 1983.
V.T. Norton, mathematics and statistics,
"A Simple Algorithm for Computing the
Non-central F Distribution," in The Journal
of the Royal Statistical Society, Series C

(Applied Statistics), vol. 32.
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Alvar W. Carlson, geography, is the

Administrative Staff Council
Richard Eakin, vice president for
academic affairs, reported to the
Administrative Staff Council on the
impact of State Issues 2 and 3 on
higher education at the ASC's Oct. 7
meeting.
Dr. Eakin pointed out that,
according to the Ohio Board of
Regents, passage of Issue 3 could
result in a cut of approximately $9.7f:
million from the University's budget,
bringing Bowling Green's subsidy
income back to about 1979-80 levels.
The cut would represent
approximately 23 percent of the
1984-85 state subsidy Bowling Green
is scheduled to receive under H.B.
291.

namely, to provide information and
encourage people to vote.
Joe Martini, bursar, chair-elect,
reported that one vice president will
attend each of future ASC meetings,
giving a brief presentation and then
responding to questions during the
Members of ASC discussed steps
first half hour of the meeting. Richard
that could be taken by the council
Edwards, vice president for University
with regard to the issues and voted
relations, will attend the next ·meeting
that the Executive Committee should
scheduled at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nev.
disseminate information to all
8, in the Taft Room of the University
administrative staff. The council also Union.
voted to establish a five-member ad
It was also announced that
hoc committee to draft action
President Olscamp has agreed to
recommendations for administrative
allow the council to send an official
staff if the two issues pass. In
representative to Board of Trustee
addition, council voted to reaffirm the meetings to .answer questions from
University's position on the issues;
the board or to speak to the board if
there is an item on the agenda that
concerns administrative staff. A
representative of administrative staff
also has been approved to be added
to the Library Advisory Committee,
country. The speakers included Pat
Rogers of York University, L Lipshitz the Computing Council and the
Insurance Committee.
of Purdue University and Angus
Announcement was made of the
Macintyre of Yale _University .
opening
day schedule for 1984. The
Universities represented at the·
convocation
is scheduled on Monday,
conference included lllinors. Purdue,
Aug.
27.
An
informal
meeting of
Notre Dame, Michigan State,
administrative
staff
will
be held in the
Michigan, Yale, Rutgers and Colgate.
Andrew Glass. mathematics. served late afternoon in the Alumni Room of
the University Union.
·as conference coordinator.

Noting that the University has
experienced serious budget
reductions in the past, Dr. Eakin said,
however, that none of the previous
cuts have been of such great ·
magnitude.

Math department hosts Mid-West seminar
More than 50 mathematicians from
throughout the eastern United States
and Canada were at the University
Oct. 21-22 attending the Mid-West
Model Theory Seminar.
·
Focus-:?d on the topics of model·
theoretic algebra and decidability
questions, the conference feafured
presentations by some of the top
mathematics researchers in the

•
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UNITED WAY UPDATE. Based on a small sample
of reports, campus contributions to the United Way
campaign are very encouraging, according to Michael
Moore chair of the University fund drh·e.
Dr. ~toore said more than S13.000, approximately
one-fourth the goal. has been collected from only fo·e
campus sources. The current average contribution oi
S81.61 is significantly higher than last year's per capita
donation of about $73 for faculty and $43 for staff
employees.
.
.
The campaign, launched Oct 11. will continue
through Oct 31, although Dr. Moore said actual collections will continue into November.

COME FOR LUNCH. The Classified Staff Ad\·isory
Committee will host a brown bag luncheon for all
classified staff from noon to I p.m. Wednesday (Nov. 21
in the Northeast Commons.
Charlotte Starnes. a members of the CSAC, will
discuss the new crime prevention/community relations
program which she coordinates in the public safety
department
All classified employees are encouraged to attend
and bring questions on any issue.
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President speaks on Issues 2,3

Voters to decide University's future

Datebook
Exhibits
Paintings and photographs by 19th
century Bowling Green resident lzaac M.
Taylor, whose works inclu~e the murals at
the Wood County Court House, through
Nov. 20, McFall Center Gallery. Gallery
hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 1·5 p.m. Sundays.

Monday, Oct. 31
All-faculty meeting, 4:30 p.m .• Grand
Ballroom, University Union. President
Olscamp will speak on the role and
mission of the University.
"Holiday Trip," German film series. 7:30
o.m .. Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall. Free.
· "Badinage," a trumpet, piano and .tuba
trio by Stepnen Chenette. Susan Chenette
and Ivan Hammond. 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Tuesday, Nov. 1
"An Insiders View of the Newbery·
Awards Committee," a lecture by Ginny
Moore Kruse, director of the Cooperative
Children's Book Center at Madison, Wis ..
noon. Firelands campus.
She also will speak at 7:30 p.m. on
"Images of the Disabled in Trade Books
for Children."
Faculty Senate, 2:30 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room.
"Cornucopia," horn enseA'lble, 8 p.m ..
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
"Talkin' 'Bout Love," presented by the
Ethnic Cultural Arts program. 8 p.m .. Joe
E. Brown Theater. University Hall.
Admission S1.50 at the door.

Wednesday, Nov. 2
Classified Staff Brown Bag Luncheon,
noon-1 p.m., Northeast Commons.
Charlotte Starnes, public safety, will
speak on the new crime
prevenlicnicommunity relations program.
A discussion of State Issues 2 and 3,
sponsored by the Commuter Off-Campus
Organization, noon, Commuter Center
Lounge, Moseley Hall. Phil Mason,
assistant to the president, will be a guest.
Composition recital featuring works by
Wallace OePue and Andras Szentkiralyi,
music composition/history, 8 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

"Talkin' 'Bout Love," presented by the
Ethnic Cultural Arts program, 8 p.m., Joe
E. Brown Theater, University Hall.
Admission $1.50 at the door.

Thursday, Nov. 3
Scientific Advice on Government Policy:
Can It Be Objective?," a lecture by
internationally known mathematician
Saunders Mac Lane, 4:30 p.m., 210 Math
Science Bldg. The lecture will be preceded
by a coffee hour in the Commons Room of
!he Math Science Bldg. and followed by a
reception in 459 Math Science. All events
are free and open to the University
community.
Volleyball vs. Toledo, 7 p.m .• Anderson
Arena.
"Shootist," UAO film series. a p.m ..
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall. Free.
"Talkin' 'Bout Love," presented by the
Ethnic Cultural Arts program. 8 p.m., Joe
E. Brown Theater. University Hall.
Admission $1.50 at the door.

Friday, Nov. 4
··Abstract Algebra and Conceptual
Understanding," a lecture by Saunders
Mac Lane, internationally known
mathematician. 4:30 p.m., 459 Math
Science Bldg. The colloquium will be
preceded t:y a coffee hour at 4 p.m. in the
Commons Room of the Math Science
Bldg.
"Ordinary People," UAO film series, 7
and 9:30 p.m., 210 Math Science
Admission $1.50 with University 1.0. Two
tickets may be purchased with one 1.D.
"Medea," Firelands Theater production,
8 p.m.
Piano mas:er class by Jerome Rose. 8
p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
"Talkin' 'Bout Love," presented by the
Ethnic Cultural Arts program, 8 p.m .• Joe
E. Brown Theater. University Hall.
Admission $1.50 at the door.

Saturday, Nov. 5
Book Sale, sponsored by the Friends of
the University Libraries and Center for
Archival Collections, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 122
Library (across from the elevators on the
first floor}. Books, records and magazines
will be sold.

No job openings are posted this

week because of a hiring freeze
Imposed by President Olscamp.
See page 1.

Sunday, Nov. 6
Soccer vs. Xavier, 2 p.m., Mickey
Cochrane Field.
Bowling Green Philharmonia, free
concert. 3 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
Faculty Jazz Trio, David Melle.
woodwinds, Jeff Halsey. bass.and Wendell
Jones, vibraharp. 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital
Hall. Moore Musical ·Arts Center.

Monday, Nov. 7
Animation Art Show and Sale, 9 a.m. to

6 p.m .. Promenade Lounge, University
Union. The event continues on Tuesday.
Nov. 8.
Poetry and fiction readings by Michael
Smetzer and Maryellen Rump, 6:30 p.m ..
Commuter Center Lounge. Moseley Hall.
Free.
"The Mysterious Horseman," German
film series, 7:30 p.m .. Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.

Tuesday, Nov. 8
ELECTION DAY. Polls are open 6,30
a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Administrative Staff Council, 1:30 p.m ..
Taft Room, University Union. Richard
Edwards, vice president for University
relations, will be a guest.

,

New smoke alarms
installed in rooms
Smoke detectors that will set off
alarms in entire buildings when
activated are being installed in rooms
in Conklin Hall and the new fraternity
row living units.
Glenn A. Cook, environmental
services, said the detectors are part
of increasing emphasis on early
detection of fire. "We believe first
detection-is best: and the best
detectors you can have are room
detectors," he said.
The new detectors are being
installed on ceilings at a cost of
about $150 per room. The total cost
of the project in Conklin and the
fraternity houses will be about
$100,000, which includes the
installation of the smoke detectors,
door magnets on fire doors and a new
fire alarm system. The project is
being funded from the residence hall
reserves.
Powered by the 110-volt house
current, the new detectors differ from
previous models because they do not
require batteries. Battery-powered
models were first installed in rooms
in Rodgers Hall in 1980, but they
sounded only in student rooms and
residents frequently stole the 9-volt
batteries which powered them.
Cook said the first smoke detectors
in residence halls were installed in
1974 in corridors, lounges and some
maintenance areas. New fire
regulations, however, require that
detectors be placed in the rooms, and
according to Cook, a system similar
to the one in Conklin will be added to
each living unit as rooms are
refurbished in each of the residence
units.

College of Education research
cited in national newsletter

The program evaluation procedures
used by the College of Education.
were the subject of a recent article in
the Teacher Education Program
Follow-Up Studies Newsletter, and as
_ a result, Fred Pigge, educational
research and services, has had the
opportunity to tell people from
throughout the United States about
Bowling Green's innovative practices.
Hagemeyer, Kathy Phillips, inventory
Since publication of the newsletter
management, and Charlotte Starnes,
in June, Dr. Pigge has responded to
public safety; Grievance Committee:
Hillard, Lois Silvieus, education; John inquiries from more than 50
institutions in the United States and
Spoores, plant operations and
Puerto Rico seeking advice in their
maintenance; Starnes and Stua~.
own program evaluations.
It was announced that an updated
Dr. Pigge conducts follow-up
list of CSAC members will be mailed
soon to all classified staff along with studies on graduates of the
University's teacher education
a ballot to elect a classified
programs, surveying the graduates at
representative to the University
the end of each semester and
Advisory Committee on Strategic
summarizing the results on an annual
Planning (formerly the Long-Range
basis. The surveys determine, among
Planning Committee).
other things, where graduates are
The committee discussed the
teaching, whether they are teaching
present check-<:ashing fee at the
in their major or minor areas, the
University Union and bursar's office
occupations
of those who are not
and the possibility of having the fee
teaching,
and
the salaries of the
waived for faculty and staff.
respondents.
Discussion will continue at the next
In addition, Dr. Pigge periodically
meeting.
distributes
more detailed
Karl Vogt and Harold Smith,
questionnaires
and occasionally
operations, along with representatives
coordinates
on-site
faculty visits and
from the payroll, personnel and
to
determine
how effective
interviews
business offices, discussed the new
Bowling
Green
graduates
are in the
time reporting procedures for
teaching
field
and
to
assess
their
classified staff.
satisfaction
with
their
chosen
The next meeting is scheduled at 2
profession.
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 16.

Classified Staff
Advisory Committee
Alice Hagemeyer, University
budgets and capital planning, was_
elected vice chair and Jo Anne Dailey,
arts and sciences, was elected
secretary of the Classified Staff
Advisory Committee at a meeting Oct.
19 in the Faculty Lounge of the
University Union.
CSAC subcommittee membership
also was finalized as follows:
Handbook Committee: Beverly Cope,
international programs; Iva Hillard,
plant operations and maintenance;
Sharon Stuart, health services, and
Diane Whitmire, public relations; By·
Laws Committee: Linda Canterbury,
athletics, and Dailey; Employee
Award Committe: Betty Firsdon and
Lois Howe, plant operations and
maintenance; Publicity Committee:

Women's Cross Country vs. Toledo,
Eastern Michigan, 11 a.m.
Football vs. Ball State (Parents Day).
1:30 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium.
"Ordinary People," UAO film series, 7
and 9:30 p.m., 210 Math-Science.
Admission $1.50 with University 1.0. Two
tickets may be purchased with one l.D.
David Brenner Parents Day program, 8
p.m .. Anderson Arena. Tickets priced at $3
each are on sale this week 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the Mileti Alumni Center. Remaining
tickets will go on sale at 7 p.m. at the
door the night of the performance.
"Medea," Firelands Theater production.
8 p.m.

The results of the surveys are
distributed to each department and
school in the College of Education, as
well as to the college's program
council and advanced program
council, which utilize the data in
making decisions about program
change.
The College of Education has been
conducting such surveys for more
than 12 years, and Dr. Pigge is
accustomed to receiving inquiries
about his work from other
institutions. Questions about Bowling
Green's program have been more
frequent, he noted, since the state
implemented new standards for
teacher education institutions in
1980. Those standards require that all
graduates be surveyed by the degreegranting school.
·"Collecting these data requires
resources, time and effort," Dr. Pigge
said, "but we do it because we care
about the effectiveness of our
programs. We want to determine if we
are emphasizing the objectives and
the techniques that are needed in the
field. We want to know if we are
producing qualified, successful
teachers. We want to offer the best
current program available, and to do
that we need to have continuous
collection of data and see that the
information we collect is placed in.
the hands of the decision-makers in
the college."
-

Voters will decide the fate of
State Issues 2 and 3 when they
visit the polls on Tuesday, Nov. 8.
President Olscamp commented
on the impact of those issues on
the University during an interview
early this week. The text of that
interview follows.
What will be the dollar impact
on Bowling Green if Issues 2 and
3 pass In the general election?
We are not sure of the precise
nature of the impact. What we
have been told in writing by the
Ohio Board of Regents is that we
will be asked to reduce our state
subsidy by $9.75 million by June
30, 1985.
I can't predict the future, but
neither can I as a prudent fiscal
manager ignore that message. I
must presume that there will be
reductions in our state budget,
which is slightly more than $40
million on a two-year average, of
up to $9.75 million if Issue 3
passes.
I just don't think it is
reasonable to believe that since
the whole General Assembly has
to stand for election in November
1984 that if people vote to roll
back taxes, the assembly will
vote for new ta>ees between now
and then and hope to get reelected.
Furthermore, the governor does
not have the luxury of waiting
until June 30, 1984, to respond
to the rollback. The governor has
a constitutional responsibility to
balance the budget. He would
have to order budget reductions
no later than Jan. 1, 1984, and, in
fact, I would expect him to do it

within 30 days of election day (if
Issue 3 is approved at the polls).
What you are saying then Is
that the University will begin to
feel the effects of passage of the
Issue much sooner than June 30,
1984, contrary to some
Information that has been
circulated?
I think we would have to cope
with problems much sooner than
Jan. 1, 1984. But I will not
personally take any action until
I'm ordered to do so by the
governor.
How much of Bowling Green's
budget comes from state dollars?
What percentage of the cost of
their education do students pay,
and how does that compare with
percentages paid by students In
other states?
Of our total $113 annual
expenditure budget, about $40
million annually would come from
state sources this year and next.
Ohio students pay about 43
percent of the cost of their higher
education, compared to 30
percent nationally.
The per student instructional
subsidy in Ohio in 1979-80 was
$1,520; in 1984-85 it is scheduled
to be $1,387 (adjusted for
inflation). But, If the tax
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referendum Is successful, it will
be reduced to $1,049 In 1984-85.
How can Bowling Green continue
to cope with such significant
reductions In dollars per student
when costs of educating students
continue to rise?
Bowling Green can cope with
this only by drastically increasing
its own tuition rates and by
reducing its costs, and the only
way you can reduce costs in a
budget that is 80 percent
personnel is to get rid of jobs. So,
we would increase tuition and get
rid of jobs.
Ohio currently is 47th out of 50
states in per capita support for
higher education and fourth
highest in tuition. If Issues 2 and
3, and particularly 3, pass, I
believe we would be 50th out of
the 50 states in per capita
support for higher education and
second highest in the country for
tuition. The cost in actual dollars
of attending a state-assisted
college or university would be
higher, I believe, only in Vermont.
You have talked about
eliminating jobs and raising
tuition. Obviously we would have
some combination of the two.
Just what is your plan for coping
with a $9.75 million budget
reduction? Would you consider
asking the Board of Trustees to
declare financial exigency?
You have to remember that I
don't know how much money we
would actually be asked to return
if Issue 3 passes, and if I'm not
ordered by the governor to do
something, I won't do anything.
But if I am legally ordered by the

governor to make reductions
of multi-million dollars, I will
propose a two-stage means for
doing that.
Stage 1 would take place
between the effective date of the
executive order and June 30,
1984. Stage 2 would be from July
1, 1984, to June 30, 1985. In Stage
1 I would, within 30 days of the
governor's executive order, take
100 positions off the state payroll.
I would do that in three ways.
I would dramatically increase
all user fees at the University athletic ticket prices, charges to
service clubs that rent our
facilities, fees for people who use
the Recreation Center. Everyone
who is not a student or staff at
this University will have to pay
fees at least comparable to those
in Toledo for similar activities.
The reason for doing that is to
transfer people from the state
payroll to the auxiliary enterprise
budgets. I don't know yet how
many jobs I can save by such a
transfer.
I will also ask that all
temporary faculty positions in all
departments where the average
teaching load for all faculty falls
below a certain minimum (nine
contact hours per week) be taken
off the budget.
If you add the number of jobs
either transferred or eliminated
from these two moves and
subtract that number from 100,
the result is the number of people
who will be terminated (laid off),
and I expect that number would
be approximately 30-50.
Those people laid off during
Stage 1 will come primarily from
the classified staff, but we will
lose faculty positions too.
I've also asked each vice
president to study exempt
staffing needs in their areas, and
if we can make savings there, we
will.
We will also terminate all
except emergency maintenance,
and we will terminate all capital
projects, with the single
exception of West Hall.
And, we will request the
trustees to increase tuition by
approximately $100 per semester
effective Jan. 1, 1984. But we also
will set up a loan fund from
residence and dining hall
reserves to help students fund
these additional unplanned
increases in tuition.
All these steps, combined with
the hiring freeze already in effect,
should generate $4.6 million by
June 30, 1984.
Phase 2 begins July 1, 1984. By
this time we should know
whether the government will act
to increase taxes. If they have
not, then I shall ask the Faculty
Senate to join me in requesting
Continued on page 2

